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Abstract—Unveiling feeder topologies from data is of
paramount importance to advance situational awareness and
proper utilization of smart resources in power distribution grids.
This tutorial summarizes, contrasts, and establishes useful links
between recent works on topology identification and detection
schemes that have been proposed for power distribution grids.The
primary focus is to highlight methods that overcome the limited
availability of measurement devices in distribution grids, while
enhancing topology estimates using conservation laws of powerflow physics and structural properties of feeders. Grid data from
phasor measurement units or smart meters can be collected
either passively in the traditional way, or actively, upon actuating
grid resources and measuring the feeder’s voltage response.
Analytical claims on feeder identifiability and detectability are
reviewed under disparate meter placement scenarios. Such topology learning claims can be attained exactly or approximately
so via algorithmic solutions with various levels of computational
complexity, ranging from least-squares fits to convex optimization
problems, and from polynomial-time searches over graphs to
mixed-integer programs. This tutorial aspires to provide researchers and engineers with knowledge of the current state-ofthe-art in tractable distribution grid learning and insights into
future directions of work.
Index Terms—Smart inverters, smart meter data, radial graph,
recursive grouping, active sensing, voltage covariances, graph
Laplacian matrix, linear distribution flow model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distribution grids constitute the final tier in the delivery
of electricity to end-users. To ease protection and voltage
control, most distribution grids are operated in a radial (treelike) topology, which can be modified by changing breaker
statuses on available lines [1]. In recent years, the growth
of behind-the-meter distributed energy resources (DERs) and
smart loads (e.g., air-conditioners, storage devices, electric
vehicles) have brought distribution grids to the forefront of
smart grid advancement [2]. Industrial and academic research
on smart distribution grids has advocated the participation
of distribution grid resources in wholesale electricity markets
and ancillary services (such as demand response, frequency
regulation, and transactive energy services [3]). Integrating
renewables introduces new challenges for voltage regulation
and calls for dispatching DERs without violating physical and
operational grid ratings. This necessitates knowing the correct
feeder models. Moreover, situational awareness requires accurate distribution grid state estimation (DSSE) [4], in which
the operational topology is a critical component. Topology
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estimates are also important for ensuring dynamic stability of
inverter-interfaced DERs.
However, distribution utilities often have only partial knowledge of their primary and/or secondary networks and the
associated line impedances. Similarly, even if the utility knows
the line infrastructure and line impedances, they may not
have information on which lines are currently energized. This
is owing to the fact that distribution grids are frequently
reconfigured for maintenance; load balancing; to improve
voltage profiles, minimize losses, or alleviate faults; or rashly,
while restoring service after extreme weather events. Such
changes may not be logged into the distribution management
system, and hence, need to be estimated or at least verified. In
this context, grid topology learning can be broadly classified
into topology detection and topology identification. In topology
detection, the estimator or system operator knows the line
infrastructure and their impedances, and needs to determine
the ones that are currently energized. Topology identification,
on the other hand, aims to determine both the connections
and line impedances. Without knowledge of line infrastructure,
identification is a more challenging task.
Reliable topology estimation and DSSE in general is hindered by limited placement of real-time metering devices on
low-voltage grids. This is in stark contrast to high-voltage
transmission systems that usually enjoy full observability
and breaker statuses on lines are reported in real time or
identified jointly while estimating system states via the sotermed generalized power system state estimators; see [5], [6,
Ch. 4]. On the other hand, smart meters and real-time sensors
as part of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) have seen
increased adoption at customer/load locations. In 2020, about
88% of the 102.9 million AMI installations in the United
States have been at residential customers [7]. Such residential
data at feeder buses, though non-ubiquitous, can be used for
topology learning and other distribution grid tasks [8], [9].
This tutorial systematically reviews approaches for topology
learning in power distribution grids. Emphasizing on topology
identification and topology detection, approaches are organized based on the type of measurements needed (namely
smart meter data and synchrophasor data), and depending on
whether injection and/or voltage readings are collected at all or
a subset of buses. The focus is on topology estimates that are
provably correct given a sufficient number of measurements.
In the realistic setting of partial observability, several of the
surveyed algorithms use constraints from power flow-physics
and topological properties emerging from the tree-structure to
ensure consistency of topology estimates. Depending on meter
deployments, oftentimes complete topology recovery is not
possible. Nonetheless, several of the presented schemes are
able to estimate a reduced feeder model conveying some of
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the properties of the original grid, which may be sufficient
in DER control applications. Identifiability and detectability
claims are reviewed to explain when a topology can be
unveiled given a particular meter placement. Such claims are
important for understanding the limits in topology processing
as well as inform future meter placement decisions. Topology
learning approaches are presented in the context of radial
single-phase grids, although generalizations to multiphase and
meshed settings are sometimes possible and discussed briefly.
With advances in machine learning, there has been an influx
of supervised topology learning schemes that train a classifier
to detect one out of a finite number of topology configurations.
Such classifiers are typically trained using labeled grid data
(e.g., voltages) with labels being the associated topologies.
Training data can be collected in the field, or synthetically
generated using feeder models and simulated loads and renewables. Such approaches are the focus of a recent survey
paper [10]. In contrast, our tutorial article focuses primarily
on physics-aware and unsupervised (i.e., without labeled data)
algorithmic solutions for topology learning.
Outline: The rest of this tutorial is organized as follows.
Section II introduces some graph and feeder modeling preliminaries. Topology identification schemes relying on synchrophasor and non-synchrophasor data are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. Topology detection schemes
are reviewed in Section V. Extensions including generalizations to non-radial topologies, multi-phase grids, data from
multiple feeders, learning from dynamic grid data or nonelectric grid data are discussed in Section VI. Section VII
discusses research areas related to topology learning and
possible directions of future work. The tutorial is concluded
in Section VIII,
Notation: Lower- (upper-) case boldface letters denote column vectors (matrices). Calligraphic symbols are reserved for
sets. Symbols > and H stands for transposition and complex
conjugate transposition. Vectors 0 and 1 are the all-zero and
all-one vectors, while IN denotes the N × N identity matrix.
Symbol kxk denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector x, and
kAkF denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A. Symbol Dx
denotes a diagonal matrix with the entries of vector x on its
main diagonal. The expectation operator is defined as E[·].
Operator vec(X) stacks the columns of matrix X into a vector.
II. M ODELING P RELIMINARIES
A. Preliminaries on Graphs
Because graph algorithms have been widely used in the
literature to reconstruct grid topologies, this section reviews
some basic concepts of graph theory; see Figure 1. Consider
graph Go = (N , L). A rooted tree is a connected graph without
loops with one node designated as the root and indexed by 0.
In a tree graph, a path Pn,m is the unique sequence of edges
connecting any two nodes n and m. If node n is along path
P0,m , then node m is a descendant of n, and n is an ancestor
of m. If there exists line (m, n) ∈ L and node m is closer to
the root, then node m is the parent of n, and n is the child
of m. In radial grids, each node modulo the root has a unique
parent. A node without children is called a leaf, while non-leaf
nodes will be termed internal nodes.

B. Feeder Modeling
A single-phase power distribution grid having N + 1 buses
can be modeled by a graph Go = (N , L). The nodes in
N := {0, . . . , N } correspond to buses, and the edges in L
to distribution lines. Let L be the cardinality of L; in radial
networks, L = N . The substation is labeled as node 0. Let
un = vn ejθn be the voltage phasor (polar form), and in
and sn = pn + jqn be respectively, the complex current and
complex power injected from bus n into the grid for all n ∈ N .
Moreover, let z` = r` +jx` be the impedance and y` = g` +jb`
the admittance of line ` ∈ L.
Grid topology is captured by the branch-bus incidence
matrix Ā ∈ {0, ±1}L×(N +1) , which can be partitioned into
its first and the rest of its columns as Ā = [a0 A]. For a radial
grid (L = N ), the reduced incidence matrix A is square and
invertible [11]. Because Ā1 = 0, it holds that a0 = −A−1 1.
Voltage and current phasors are related through the bus
admittance matrix Ȳ := Ā> Dy Ā, where Dy is a diagonal
matrix carrying the vector of line admittances y = g + jb on
its main diagonal; shunt admittances have been ignored. Upon
partitioning to separate the substation, we get that
  
 
i0
y0 y0> u0
⇒ i = Y(u − u0 1) (1)
=
u
i
y0 Y
| {z }
Ȳ

where Y = A> Dy A is the reduced bus admittance matrix,
and vectors (i, u) collect current and voltage phasors at all
buses but the substation. The right-hand side (RHS) of (1)
follows from y0 = −Y1. We will oftentimes assume u0 = 1
or that u0 is known and can thus be subtracted from u. Note
that ignoring the substation current in (1) does not incur any
loss of information as i0 = −1> i. Power injections depend
nonlinearly on voltages as sn = un i∗n . To arrive at simpler
linear models, we usually linearize the nonlinear AC power
flow equations. If linearization occurs at the so termed flat
voltage profile where vn = 1 and θn = 0 for all n, it can be
shown that [12], [13], [14]
p ' A> Dg A(v − v0 1) + A> Db Aθ
q ' A> Db A(v − v0 1) − A> Dg Aθ
where vectors (p, q, v, θ) collect power injections, voltage
magnitudes and angles at all buses excluding the substation.
The aforesaid model relates power injections linearly to
voltages, and holds for radial and meshed grids alike. The
model can be inverted so that voltages are expressed as linear
functions of power injections as
v ' Rp + Xq + v0 1

(3a)

θ ' Xp − Rq

(3b)

for appropriately defined matrices (R, X); see [12], [13]. This
linearization is related to the linearization used to derive the
so termed DC power flow model in transmission systems.
However, the DC power flow model relies on the additional assumption of small resistance-to-reactance ratios, under which
matrix R can be dropped and (3b) yields the widely used
p = Bθ model with B = X−1 . For distribution systems,
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Fig. 1. Left to right: i) A graphical depiction of a radial grid, with 3, 5, 7 as leaf nodes and 0 as reference/root node. ii) Its complete and reduced branch-bus
incidence matrices. Each row corresponds to an edge and has entry +1 at parent and -1 at the child node. iii) The reduced incidence matrix inverted: The ones
on row n mark the ancestors of bus n; the ones on column n mark the descendants of bus n. iv) Matrix R assuming all lines have unit resistances: Entry
R(5, 7) = 2 because path P0,5 from the substation to bus 5, and path P0,7 from the substation to bus 7 share lines (0, 1) and (1, 4) of total resistance 2.

both matrices (R, X) are important. The substation voltage is
usually assumed to be v0 = 1, or fixed at a known value.
For the general case of meshed grids, the expressions for
(R, X) can be found in [13], [15, Section IV.A]. For the
special yet practically relevant case of radial grids, matrices
(R, X) in (3) can be expressed as
R = A−1 Dr A−>

X = A−1 Dx A−>

and

(4)

where (Dr , Dx ) carry line resistances and reactances, respectively, on their main diagonal. Due to the properties of A−1
(see Figure 1), the (m, n)-th entry of R enjoys the analytical
form [13]:
X
rkl ,
∀m, n ∈ N . (5)
R(m, n) =
(k,l)∈Pm,0

T

Pn,0

A similar expression holds for X. This property is exploited
later to derive greedy graph algorithms for topology identification. Apparently, matrices (R, X) have non-negative entries
for radial grids. This implies that both active and reactive
power injections have a non-negative effect on voltage magnitudes based on (3). It also explains in part why voltage angles
are small in distribution grids which typically host mostly
inductive loads.
Because of their importance in topology learning, let us also
define explicitly the inverses of (R, X):
G := R−1 = A> Dr−1 A
B := X

−1

=A

>

Dx−1 A.

(6a)
(6b)

Matrices (G, B) are positive definite. They can be thought of
as reduced Laplacian matrices of the grid graph Go with edges
weighted by the inverse line resistances or reactances.
Before concluding this section, it is worth contrasting the
linearized model in (3) with the widely used linear distribution
flow (LDF) or LinDistFlow model, which is derived from the
distribution flow (DistFlow) model upon ignoring ohmic losses
on lines. Per the DistFlow model [16]
p = A> P + Dr `

(7a)

q = A> Q + Dx `

(7b)

Av2 + v02 a0 = 2Dr P + 2Dx Q − (Dr2 + Dx2 )`

(7c)

where notation v2 denotes a vector carrying the squared
voltage magnitudes at all buses excluding the substation; the
n-th entries of (P, Q, `) carry respectively the active flow, the
reactive flow, and the squared current magnitude of the line

feeding bus n. By dropping losses and substituting (P, Q)
from (7a)–(7b) into (7c), one obtains the LDF model
v2 ' 2Rp + 2Xq + v02 1

(8)

with (R, X) defined as in (4). Contrasted with (3a), LDF involves factors of 2 as it applies to squared voltage magnitudes.
The LDF model can alternatively be derived directly from
(3a) upon linearizing squared voltages around one pu to get
vn2 ' 2vn − 1; see [14]. The LDF approximation of squared
voltages can be shown to be an overestimator of the actual
squared voltages [17]. Hence, the linearization in (3a) is also
an overestimator of the actual voltages.
Having established commonly used feeder models, Sections III and IV deal with topology identification, Section V
deals with topology detection, while extensions are discussed
in Section VI.
III. T OPOLOGY I DENTIFICATION USING P HASOR DATA
Given voltage with/without injection data collected from
a feeder, topology identification aims at finding the network
connectivity with/without line impedances of the feeder. This
section reviews methods relying on synchrophasor data, while
Section IV methods rely on smart meter data. For synchrophasor data, the data model of interest is i = Yu as the operator
collects synchrophasor measurements of nodal voltages and/or
currents on a subset of measured buses. Identifying the topology amounts to estimating the complex-valued grid Laplacian
matrix Y or atleast its sparsity. Depending on the type and
location of synchrophasor data, the ensuing setups may be
identified.
A. Setup S1) Complete Data
This ideal setup presumes voltage and current phasors
{(it , ut )}Tt=1 are collected at all buses and over T times. Data
are stacked as columns of N ×T matrices I and U. To account
for measurement noise, postulate the model
I = YU + N.

(9)

If rank(U) = N , matrix Y can
−1be found as the least-squares
estimate ŶLS := IUH UUH
, which is the minimizer of
kI − YUk2F ; see [18]. Guaranteeing rank(U) = N requires
T ≥ N and that the feeder undergoes sufficiently different
loading conditions so that voltage sequences across buses are
linearly independent. Instead of batch processing, reference
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[19] puts forth an adaptive scheme to deal with streaming
data and updates Y in an online fashion using a recursive
least squares algorithm.
Either batch or adaptively computed, the least-squares (LS)
estimate ŶLS will not have any zero entries due to numerical/noise errors, whereas the actual Y is known to be sparse.
To promote sparse estimates, the LS fit can be regularized by
the `1 -norm of the entries of Y. An `1 -norm regularizer can
be used to find meaningful estimates [20]. This is particularly
useful when the sample size T is smaller than the number of
unknown variables in Y. Additional regularization terms and
constraints could be appended to the data fitting problem to enforce or promote the properties of the actual Y. Reference [21]
aims at estimating Y using voltage phasors and power rather
than current injections based on a LS fit properly regularized
and constrained to account for the Laplacian nature of Y.
An alternative two-step heuristic to yield sparse estimates of
Y is suggested in [22]: After estimating Y using an LS fit,
lines whose estimated conductances are relatively small are
progressively removed. Heed that (9) models measurement
noise on current phasors alone, even though both voltage
and current readings are noisy. To deal with both sources
of noise, a total least-squares (TLS) or error-in-variables
approach is pursued in [22], [23]. A Bayesian version of TLS
with sparsity-promoting priors is suggested in [24], [25].
References [26] and [27] consider the same topology identification setup for the case of a DC microgrid. To ensure
U is full row-rank, the grid is intentionally driven to sufficiently different states upon changing the droop parameters of
inverter-interfaced generators.

Laplacian of a graph [29]. Nonetheless, this graph is in general
non-radial despite the complete graph is radial. Topology
recovery algorithms typically proceed in two steps. Matrix
ȲS is first estimated using an LS fit on data (IS , US ). Given
this estimate, graph algorithms are then used to infer a radial
topology [29], [30]. Reference [29] proposes a complex-valued
extension of the recursive grouping algorithm, detailed later
in Section IV-C. The approach suggested in [31] aims at
recovering the entire topology under the additional assumption
that the number of ZIBs is known.
Remark 1. As noted earlier, a general matrix Y can be
recovered from (9) if and only if rank(U) = N . Unfortunately,
such assumption cannot be satisfied in the presence of ZIBs,
as ZIB voltages are linearly dependent on non-ZIB voltages.
If there are say K ZIBs, it holds that rank(U) ≤ N − K, and
hence, the LS estimate ŶLS is undefined even if the complete
voltage and current data are available. However, not all is lost.
The previous identifiability analysis treated Y as a general
matrix. If one exploits the fact that Y is the Laplacian of a
tree graph, there exist identifiability claims and algorithms that
can recover Y using partial data. For example, reference [30]
can unveil the actual radial topology from ȲS if each ZIB has
at least three neighbors. References [32], [33], [34] provide
a weaker assumption as they can recover the complete Y if
all leaf nodes are non-ZIBs. The aforesaid references rely on
a smart meter data model and they are presented in more
detail in Section IV-C, yet they can be properly extended to
the synchrophasor data model along the lines of [29].
IV. T OPOLOGY I DENTIFICATION VIA S MART M ETER DATA

B. Setup S2) Partial Injection Data
This setup assumes that voltage data are measured at all
buses, but current data are only measured on a subset of buses
S ⊂ N with cardinality S = |S|. Let S̄ = N \ S denote its
complement set. Then, the data model can be partitioned as
 
  
IS
YSS YS S̄ US
.
(10)
=
IS̄
YS̄S YS̄ S̄ US̄
where metered and non-metered buses have been permuted
accordingly without losing generality. Given (IS , US , US̄ ),
matrices YSS and YS S̄ can be estimated using an LS fit.
C. Setup S3) Partial Data
This is the most practically relevant setup. Voltage and
current data are collected only at a subset of buses S.
Most methods further assume that all buses in S̄ are zeroinjection buses (ZIB). Plugging IS̄ = 0 into (10) yields
US̄ = −YS̄−1
Y U .1 Substituting US̄ into (10) provides
S̄ S̄S S
the Kron-reduced data model [28]
IS = ȲS US
where ȲS := YSS − YS S̄ YS̄−1
Y .
S̄ S̄S
effective admittance matrix ȲS is still

(11)
The Kron-reduced or
a (reduced) weighted

1 Because of this, if non-ZIB voltages U
S are metered, measuring ZIB
voltages US̄ does not really offer any additional information.

Even though synchrophasor data have desirable monitoring
features (high sampling frequency, accuracy, and time synchronization), they come at increased cost so that widespread
deployments are currently rare. Smart meters on the other
hand are more widely available. A smart meter may be
measuring active power injections, reactive power injections,
and/or voltage magnitudes. The data model of choice is the
linearized grid model (3a), which we repeat for time t as
vt = Rpt + Xqt + 1 + nt ,

(12)

assuming the substation voltage is fixed at v0 = 1 pu without
loss of generality. The noise term nt captures measurement
noise and modeling (e.g., linearization) errors. Sample data
across times t = 1, . . . , T , and stack them as columns of the
N × T matrices (V, P, Q) to arrive at
V = RP + XQ + 11> + N.

(13)

Although the emphasis is on smart meter data, model (13)
may be relevant to any non-synchronized grid data.
Different from the phasor data model, model (13) involves
real-valued quantities. A key challenge is that one has to
estimate two topology matrices (R, X) from a single set of
N equations. To overcome this issue, two types of approaches
(grid probing and covariance-based methods) have been developed, and will be reviewed later on. Similar to topology
identification using phasor data, the ensuing setups can occur.
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A. Setup M1) Complete Data

B. Setup M2) Partial Injection Data

Similar to setup S1) in Section III-A, suppose one collects
power and voltage data at all buses so that (V, P, Q) are
known. Suppose we focus on finding R. To eliminate the effect
of reactive power on voltage data, one could try the technique
of grid probing. Grid probing works with a data model on
successive time differences

Paralleling S2) in Section III-B, this setup assumes voltage
data are collected at all buses, whereas power injection data are
collected only at a subset of buses S. The linearized models
in (12)–(15) can be partitioned similar to (10). Therefore, for
setup M2) the given data is (Ṽ, PS , QS ). Based on these data,
it is not hard to see that the covariance-based approach can
estimate matrices




RSS
XSS
RS :=
and XS :=
.
(18)
RS̄S
XS̄S

Ṽ = RP̃ + XQ̃ + Ñ

(14)

where the t-th column of P̃ is p̃t := pt − pt . In other words,
matrix P̃ contains the differences in active power injections
between consecutive times. Matrices Ṽ and Q̃ are defined
similarly. Note that time differentiation amplifies (doubles)
the variance in the entries of Ñ compared to N. Suppose for
now that the operator can control the injections at all buses.
If reactive powers are kept or assumed constant across time,
model (14) simplifies as
Ṽ = RP̃ + Ñ

⇔

P̃ = GṼ − GÑ

Σvp = RΣpp + XΣ>
pq

(16a)

Σvq = RΣpq + XΣqq .

(16b)

where Σvp := E[vt p>
] can be practically estimated from
PT t
data as Σ̂vp = T1 t=1 vt p>
t . To simplify notation, we will
henceforth denote Σ̂vp simply by Σvp . The remaining correlation matrices (Σvq , Σpq , Σqq ) can be estimated from data
similarly. In the absence of solar generation, it is reasonable to
assume that matrices Σpp , Σqq , and Σpq are diagonal. Then,
it is not hard to verify from (16) that the (m, n)-th entries of
matrices Σvp and Σvq satisfy the linear equations

E[p2n ] · E[qn2 ]

2

Ṽ = RS P̃S + Ñ

(15)

which upon inversion yields the real-valued counterpart of (9).
In theory, any method discussed under S1) is applicable here.
In practice, the noise term Ñ can be stronger than the noise
term in (9), and GÑ is now correlated across buses.
An alternative idea to eliminate the effect of reactive power
injections is a covariance-based approach. All grid data (voltages and powers) have been centered, i.e., for each signal
we have subtracted its mean (time average). Due to this
preprocessing, the correlation between centered data coincides
with the covariance between the original data. All processing
is henceforth performed on centered data. Let us compute
the correlation between voltage and power injection vectors.
From (12), these matrices can be readily computed as


 


E[vm pn ]
E[p2n ] E[pn qn ] R(m, n)
=
.
E[vm qn ]
E[pn qn ]
E[qn2 ]
X(m, n)

Setup M2) may be more natural for the grid probing
approach since it is unlikely an operator can control injections
at every single bus. In that case, the set S is the set of buses
that the operator can actually control. Power injections at S
can be intentionally altered for short intervals. Building again
on the differential model and assuming the operator perturbs
only active injections at the buses in S, we obtain

(17)

If
> (E[pn qn ]) , the matrix in (17) is invertible,
and we can readily solve for R(m, n) and X(m, n) and then
derive the topology by matrix inversion.
References [35], [36] rely also on complete data (V, P, Q)
to recover grid topology using a two-step approach involving
a linearization wherein ratios pn /vn and qn /vn are approximated as linear functions of voltage magnitudes and angles.

(19)

The columns of R associated with S̄ have been suppressed
assuming injections in S are perturbed for short intervals
during which injections in S̄ remain roughly unchanged.
Despite the partial injection data, the complete matrix
G = R−1 is identifiable if rank(P̃S ) = S and the grid is
probed at all leaf buses [32]. This identifiability result carries
over to the synchrophasor data model. Note that, thanks to the
link established between setups M2) and S2) in Remark 1, the
algorithms to be presented next are also applicable to M2).
Albeit the previous result asserts that the complete grid
topology can be identified, it does not explain how. We next
outline three alternative approaches for topology recovery
under setup M2). The first group of approaches consists of the
graph algorithms put forth in [33], [34], [37]. These algorithms
use the knowledge of entries in RSS to learn the complete
R leveraging properties of radial networks via a polynomialcomplexity algorithm. These graph algorithms are discussed
later under setup M3).
Despite their polynomial complexity, graph algorithms can
be sensitive to noisy entries of RS . As an alternative, one can
try recovering G = R−1 directly by fitting the available data
(Ṽ, P̃S ); see [32]: Premultiplying (19) by G yields a model
>
similar to the RHS of (15) with P̃> = [P̃>
S 0 ], which can
be used to find an LS fit for G. Nonetheless, the estimate
ĜLS would not satisfy the properties of the actual G. In fact,
ensuring the estimate Ĝ is the reduced Laplacian of a tree
graph would entail a non-convex feasible set. To arrive at a
convex data fitting problem, reference [32] suggests finding G
as the minimizer of
min kP̃ − GṼk2F + λ Tr[G(I + 11> )] − µ log |G| (20)

G∈M

where λ, µ > 0 are tunable parameters. Set M ensures the
minimizer is symmetric with non-positive off-diagonal entries.
It can also incorporate prior information, such as Gmn = 0
if buses (m, n) are known not to be connected. The second
term in the objective sums up the absolute off-diagonal entries
of G to promote sparsity. The third term serves as a barrier
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keeping G within the interior of the positive definite cone.
Problem (20) can be solved using the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM). As a post-processing step, the
minimizer can be fed into a minimum spanning tree algorithm
to recover a tree graph.
The third approach recovers G by fitting data while ensuring
the estimated G is the reduced Laplacian of a tree graph
via a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) [38]. To simplify
notation, rewrite G from (6a) as G = A> Dρ A where ρ
collects the inverse line resistances. If A is known, vector
ρ can be found via a LS fit. To this end, vectorize both sides
in the RHS of (19) to get
p̄ = Hρ + n̄

where

H := Ṽ> A> ∗ A>

(21)

and p̄ := vec(P̃) and n̄ := − vec(GÑ). This follows from
the property that vec(XDy Z> ) = (Z ∗ X)y where symbol ∗
denotes the Khatri-Rao matrix product. If H is full columnrank, the LS estimate of ρ is [38]
ρ∗A = arg min kp̄ − Hρk22 = (H> H)−1 H> p̄.
ρ

This problem alone solves the impedance estimation task.
Different from topology identification or topology detection,
impedance estimation amounts to the task of estimating
line impedances assuming the topology to be known. References [39], [40] provide impedance estimation solutions taking
into account practical information, such as geographical/length
constraints and line types a utility may be using.
For topology identification however, we also need to find
A. Let us plug ρ∗A back into the LS fitting cost to get
kp̄ − Hρ∗A k22 = kp̄k22 − p̄> H(H> H)−1 H> p̄.

(22)

and minimize it over H that depends on A. Recall each row
of A corresponds to an energized line. Suppose the operator
has a library of L > N lines that could be possibly energized.
Candidate lines are encoded as rows of an L × N reduced
branch-bus incidence matrix Ā. Introduce binary variable w ∈
{0, 1}L whose `-th entry indicates whether candidate line ` is
energized. Finding A now amounts to finding w. Minimizing
(22) over A can be shown to be equivalent to [38]
min p̄> Dw p̄ + p̄> Dw x
w,x

(23)

s.to (C − Dw )x = Dw p̄
radiality constraints on w ∈ {0, 1}L .
where matrix C depends on the line library and voltage data
as C := [(ĀṼṼ> Ā> ) ◦ (ĀĀ> ) + IL ]−1 and ◦ denotes
the Hadamard (entrywise) matrix product. Problem (23) can
be reformulated as an MILP upon applying McCormick linearization on the products between continuous and binary
variables Dw x. The formulation is correct as long as b yields a
connected radial graph, which can be enforced via the radiality
constraints discussed in [41, Cor. 1]. Although presented for
smart meter data under probing, the approach is applicable to
synchronized data setups S1) and S2).
To summarize setup M2), if data exhibit high signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR), the graph approach is the method of choice as
it ensures exact topology recovery at polynomial complexity.

For moderate to low SNR, the operator may have to select
between the convex heuristic of (20) and the MILP depending
on the complexity/accuracy trade-off they can afford.
C. Setup M3) Partial Data
A more realistic setup is that non-synchronized data (voltages and injections alike) are collected only at a subset of
buses S. Given data (VS , PS , QS ), the correlation-based
approach of (16)–(17) can be used to compute the topology
submatrices (RSS , XSS ). It is worth noting that correlationbased estimation of (RSS , XSS ) is viable even if injections in
S are correlated (non-diagonal covariance matrices), as long
as they remain uncorrelated from unobserved injections in
S̄ = N \ S [42]. This is relevant when S contains buses with
solar generations that can exhibit strong correlation, whereas
S̄ contains load buses alone that can be assumed uncorrelated
over shorter intervals. References [33], [37], [34] provide
provable algorithms to derive the correct radial topology as
long as all unobserved nodes in set S̄ have degree greater
than 2. This implies that all leaf nodes are in S. For all leaf
node pairs {m, n}, a well-known quantity termed effective
resistance can hence be computed as [28]
Reff (m, n) = R(m, m) + R(n, n) − 2R(m, n).

(a) Observed (b) Identify leaf nodes (c) Find parents (d) Iterate till
Leaf nodes with common parent of identified parent
1 node

Fig. 2. Red nodes represent metered leaf nodes; rest of the nodes are nonmetered. This figure illustrates the steps of iterative topology identification
under setup M3), using effective resistances as a graph metric. The discovered
nodes are colored blue, in each stage

For radial grids and using (5), effective resistance can be
proven to be additive along graph paths, meaning Reff (m, k) =
Reff (m, n)+Reff (n, k) for any node k ∈ Pm,n . Additive nodal
distances enable the construction of the radial graph using an
iterative procedure termed recursive grouping (RG); see [43].
Specifically in our grid setting, at the first iteration of RG, each
leaf node pair (m, n) with common parent can be identified by
checking if Reff (m, k) − Reff (n, k) is fixed for all other nodes
k. If so, the parent of each pair (m, n) is discovered, and the
effective resistances between the parents and other observed
nodes are derived. During the next iteration, the discovered
parents are treated as leaf nodes, and the algorithm uses their
effective resistances to identify common parents and so on. A
schematic is provided in Fig. 2. While leaf node observations
are sufficient, the algorithm is able to consider the case where
intermediate nodes are also observed. Furthermore, if some
non-metered node k ∈ S̄ has degree 1 (leaf) or 2, the algorithm
is able to estimate a Kron-reduced graph without node k;
see [37]. The recovered graph remains radial, maintains the
relative ordering of all other nodes, and their pairwise effective
resistances are found correctly; see Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Actual (left) versus recovered (right) grid topology by metering buses
shown in red. The recovered topology remains radial. It covers all metered
buses, as well as non-metered buses with degree at least three shown in blue.
Buses in black cannot be recovered. All pairwise resistances on the recovered
topology agree in value with the pairwise resistances on the original topology;
this is important for voltage control applications.

D. Setup M4) Voltage-only Data
A fourth setup that is of practical interest is when the
operator accesses voltage data alone. This could the case
because the measurement is taken at the photovoltaic panel,
and not at the meter of a home. In this case, the meter may
be measuring the solar generation, but not the net injection.
Another scenario is that the measurement is actually a smart
meter recording the total (re)active injection for a house. From
the voltage and the injection data, an operator can extrapolate
to estimate the voltage at the pole transformer if the secondary
line characteristics are known. In this way, the operator can
estimate the voltage at the distribution transformer even if
such transformer serves 5-20 houses and not all of them are
instrumented with smart meters. Given data V, the operator
can only compute the centered correlation or covariance matrix
Σvv = RΣpp R+XΣ>
pq R+RΣpq X+XΣqq X+Σnn . (24)
We next review three approaches that rely on Σvv to identify
topologies using graph algorithms.
Signatures in Inverse Voltage Covariance. Reference [44]
uses Σvv to unveil a radial grid topology under the assumptions that: a1) lines have identical resistance-to-reactance
ratios (r` /x` = γ for all `) so that X = γR from (6); a2)
power injections are independent across buses (diagonal Σpp ,
Σqq , and Σpq ); and a3) the measurement/modeling noise term
Σnn is negligible compared to other terms in (24). Under
these assumptions, the voltage covariance turns out to be
Σvv = XΣX for a diagonal matrix Σ with positive diagonal
entries that depend on injection covariances and γ. Due to this,
the inverse covariance (a.k.a. precision matrix in statistics)
−1
becomes Σ−1
B. Thus, the precision matrix Σ−1
vv = BΣ
vv
features the weighted structure of a squared graph Laplacian
of a radial network. It can be shown that the (m, n)-th entry
of Σ−1
vv is positive if m = n or buses (m, n) have a common
neighbor; negative if buses (m, n) are neighbors; and zero,
otherwise. In other words, negative valued entries in Σ−1
vv mark
true edges of the radial grid. Reference [44] suggests inverting
the sample estimate of Σvv and feeding its negative offdiagonal entries into a minimum-spanning algorithm to recover
the grid topology. Numerical tests on a grid violating the
common resistance-to-reactance ratio assumption demonstrate
satisfactory topology identifiability probabilities for large T .

Unfortunately, the precision matrix Σ−1
vv can be
Pestimated
T
as the inverse of the sample covariance Σ̂vv = T1 t=1 vt vt>
only if T ≥ N and the grid undergoes sufficiently rich
conditions so that Σ̂vv is invertible. Nevertheless, if Σ−1
vv is
known to be sparse, it can be recovered even from singular
Σ̂vv with proper regularization. To be more specific, if voltage
data are modeled as Gaussian random vectors that are independent across time,2 the precision matrix can be estimated
via a sparsity-promoting maximum likelihood approach as the
minimizer of the convex problem [45]
Σ−1
vv = arg min Tr(SΣ̂vv ) + λkSk1 − log |S|.
S

(25)

This so-termed Graphical Lasso method can estimate sparse
precision matrices even with small T ; see [46]. Its computational complexity scales as O(N 3 ) [45]. Instead of using
Graphical Lasso, each row of the precision matrix can also
be estimated by l1 -norm regularized regression through the
neighborhood Lasso [47], where the voltage sequence at each
bus is projected on all other buses as described in [48]. Reference [49] uses a parameterization similar to S = BΣ−1 B,
and solves optimization schemes similar to (25) to recover B.
Reference [50] generalized the previous approach to show
that when working with voltage phasor data, the assumption
of constant r/x ratio at all lines can be waived. In this setting,
one can compute covariances between voltage magnitudes and
angles and invert the related matrix to get




J1 J2
Σvv Σvθ
−1
Σ(v,θ) = >
where Σ(v,θ) :=
.
Σθv Σθθ
J 2 J3
It can be shown that edge (m, n) exists if and only if
J1 (m, n) + J3 (m, n) < 0, and thus, edges can be identified
by negative entries in the inverse covariance. Theoretically,
non-adjacent nodes (m, n) with common neighbors (twohop neighbors) have a strictly positive non-zero entry at
J1 (m, n) + J3 (m, n). Entries corresponding to node pairs
being more than two hops away are 0. Related works [48],
[51] showed that for realistic distribution grids, the values
of J1 (m, n) + J3 (m, n) at two-hop nodes are much smaller
in magnitude than entries corresponding to adjacent nodes.
In other words, thresholding the magnitude of entries in the
inverse covariance enable topology detection as
(m, n) ∈ L if and only if |J1 (m, n)| + |J3 (m, n)| > λ (26)
where λ is a user-specified threshold [48], [51]. The inverse
covariance matrix Σ−1
(v,θ) bears extra properties that can be
exploited to recover grid topology without resorting to signbased rules as described next.
Conditional Independence Test for Voltages. If voltage data
is modelled or approximated as Gaussian random variables,
then zero entries in Σ−1
(v,θ) imply that the corresponding
variables are conditionally independent; see [46], [50] and
references therein. Mathematically, Σ−1
(v,θ) (m, n) = 0 implies that P(vm , vn |uk ∀k ∈
/ {m, n}) = P(vm |uk ∀k ∈
/
{m, n})P(vm |uk ∀k ∈
/ {m, n}). Conditional independence
2 Voltages are approximately linear combinations of powers per (3a). If
vectors (p, q) are modeled as random, then v tends to be Gaussian upon
invoking a particular rendition of the central limit theorem [15, Remark 1].
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tests can be accomplished using the inverse covariance matrix
or computing mutual information. The graph with edges for
every pair of nodes that are not conditionally independent
is called the conditional independence graph or graphical
model [46]. It follows from the discussion in the previous
paragraph that both adjacent nodes (one-hop neighbors) as
well as two-hop neighbors in the grid Go have edges in the
conditional independence graph GCI , as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Left: Nodes in distribution grid Go . Right: Graphical model or
conditional independence (CI) graph GCI for voltages. It includes tree edges
(solid lines) and edges between 2-hop neighbors (dotted lines). Dotted lines
need to be removed from CI graph to obtain grid graph.

Once the conditional independence graph of voltages has
been derived, a conditional independence test [50] can be
used to distinguish true from spurious grid edges in GCI .
Specifically, if voltages at two nodes (m, n) are able to render
voltages at some other nodes (k, l) conditionally independent, i.e., p(vk , vl |um , un ) = p(vk |um , un )p(vl |um , un ), then
(m, n) ∈ L. Two-hop neighbors do not satisfy this rule, and
hence, can be identified and ruled out, while edges between
non-leaf nodes (internal nodes) are identified. Once that is
completed, edges between leaf nodes and their parents can be
further determined.
References [52], [53], [54] present a similar but simpler
conditional independence test for topology recovery in realistic grids by showing that two-hop neighbors are almost
conditionally independent; see (26). As such, the true edges
can be directly estimated by identifying node pairs (m, n) for
which their conditional dependence is above a threshold. A
similar method using Markov random field (that characterizes
conditional independence) is proposed and validated in [55].
While performance is often subpar, the advantage of combinatorial learning algorithms is that they can be used to provide
sample guarantees on performance [50], [54]. They can also
be easily extended to multiphase setups or setups derived from
grid dynamics; see Sections VI-D.
In recent works, inverse voltage covariances pertaining to
partial data have been used for topology identification. These
works extend the sparsity results on Σ−1
(v,θ) . The observer
has access only to the submatrix of Σ(v,θ) corresponding to
set S and denoted as Σ(v,θ) (S, S). If the non-metered buses
comprising set S̄ are sufficiently less and non-adjacent, it has
been shown in [56], [57] that

nodes (set S), the latter can be further decomposed to identify
edges connected to S̄.
Greedy Algorithms using Variance of Voltage Differences.
In addition to inverse voltage covariances, the statistic
h
i
2
φmn = E (vm − vn − E[vm − vn )])
(27)
has been utilized for topology identification, oftentimes with
better performance at low sample regimes [13], [58], [59].
The statistic φmn is shown to be monotonically increasing
along the paths on a radial grid. In other words, if path (m, n)
passes through node k, then both φmk and φkn are less than
φmn . Such increasing trends enable a spanning tree-based
topology recovery algorithm: Give each node pair (m, n) a
weight of φmn and construct the minimum spanning tree from
the set of weights greedily. This will coincide with the true
radial topology. As no inverse matrix operation is needed, the
performance of the spanning tree algorithm at low number
of voltage samples is often improved over other voltageonly learning algorithms. We next discuss topology detection
schemes and draws connections to the identification schemes
presented thus far.
V. T OPOLOGY D ETECTION
Compared to topology identification, topology detection is
a relatively simpler task. The operator now already knows the
line infrastructure, namely the impedance of each line as well
as the buses incident to it. The operator does not know the
status of all or a subset of lines. Given data, topology detection
amounts to deciding which of the existing lines are energized
(see Fig. 5). This is useful during normal grid operation due to
automated switching. Variants of topology detection schemes
are also relevant after extreme weather events to inform grid
restoration efforts for line outages and dispatch line crews.

[Σ(v,θ) (S, S)]−1 = Σ−1
(v,θ) (S, S) + L
where Σ−1
(v,θ) (S, S) is a sub-matrix of the complete inverse
covariance, and L is a low-rank matrix. Upon computing
Σ(v,θ) (S, S) using partial voltage data, regularized convex
optimization schemes (expanding on (25)) can separate the
sparse component Σ−1
(v,θ) (S, S) from the low-rank component
L. While the former provides the edges between observed

Fig. 5. An augmented IEEE 37-bus feeder benchmark from [15]. Black dotted
edges show line infrastructure. Lines shown in yellow are actually energized.

A general formulation parallels the modeling after (22) by
including the now available information on lines. Often, this
information is available as a library of known lines Lall with
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cardinality Lall , and known impedances. Out of these lines,
the operator would like to select a set L of size N that are
energized. Each candidate line can be associated with a row
of an augmented Lall ×N branch-bus incidence matrix Ā. The
status of line ` is indicated by a binary variable w` . If vector
w and diagonal matrix Dw collect all L1 line statuses, the
topology matrices of interest can be parameterized as
Y(w) = Ā> Dw Dy Ā
R(w) =
X(w) =

>

(Ā Dw Dr−1 Ā)−1
(Ā> Dw Dx−1 Ā)−1 .

(28a)

Similarly detection algorithms for voltage-only data can
be designed by modifying the signature or conditional independence (CI) based tests on inverse voltage covariances,
discussed under setup M4) in Sec. IV-D, to be restricted to
Lall . In an alternate approach, the dependence of permissible
edges w on Σ−1
vv can be directly parameterized through (28)
and (24). Similar to (25), given the sample voltage covariance
Σ̂vv , a maximum likelihood detector is put forth in [15] to
select N edges from Lall :

(28b)


−1
min Tr Σ−1
vv (w)Σ̂vv − log |Σvv (w)|

(28c)

Apparently, if the status of line ` is known, variable w` can be
set to a fixed value. As with topology identification, topology
detection methods are organized next based on the type of
measurements used. Before proceeding with the methods, it is
worth adding a note on topology detectability. Sections III and
IV discussed topology identifiability results, i.e., conditions
under which the complete or reduced topology of a grid
can be recovered from complete or partial data. Given that
topology detection is easier than identification, detectability
can be ensured with less strict conditions on the number and
placement of meters as established in [60].

w

s.to w ∈ [0, 1]Lall , 1> w = N.
Despite the box relaxation on w, the objective function is nonconvex, and a stationary point is found through a projected
gradient descent algorithm. In a related work, [62] uses a maximum likelihood framework for Gaussian voltage distributions
to identify topology changes from a set of permissible edges.
Cp

p
Cp

a

b2

b1

min k vec(I) − Hwk22
w

(29)

Cb 1

Cp
Cb1

A. Topology Detection using Phasor Data
Analogous to setup S1) in Section III-A, if phasor data are
collected at all buses, one can try detecting w via an LS fit.
Similar to (21), upon vectorizing the data model in (9) and
exploiting the parameterization Y(w), we arrive at the mixedinteger quadratic problem (MIQP):

Cb1 Cb2

Cb 2

Cb2

Fig. 6. Left: A radial tree with observed nodes colored solid black. Cp , Cb1
and Cb2 are children of nodes p, b1 and b2 respectively. φmn , defined in
(27), increases as node n is moved away from m, along any path, enabling
topology learning if all nodal voltages are observed. Right: The sign of entries
for matrix [φk1 a + φk2 a − φk1 k2 ] for k1 , k2 ∈ Cb1 ∪ Cb2 ∪ Cp is based
on the relative location of k1 , k2 with respect to a. This enables separating
observed nodes into groups for topology detection.

s.to radiality constraints on w ∈ {0, 1}Lall .
where H := U> Ā> Dy ∗ Ā> .
If the operator has to select among a few possible topologies
{ws }Ss=1 , one may evaluate which topology yields the smallest
fitting error mins kI − Y(ws )Uk2F , or the voltage reconstruction error mins kY−1 (ws )I − Uk2F as suggested in [61].
B. Topology Detection using Smart Meter Data
The topology identification schemes presented earlier can be
tailored for topology detection. For example, if the operator
collects data using probing under setup M2) [cf. Sec. IV-B],
one can detect w by modifying (20); see [32]. The regularization terms may not be needed anymore, and the formulation
becomes similar to the one in (29). To avoid mixed-integer
programs, one may also pursue a box relaxation on w.
Adjusting identification algorithms towards topology detection is straightforward for schemes under partial data setups
M2)–M3) described in Sections IV-B and IV-C. As the set Lall
of possible lines is known, edge discovery in the combinatorial
graph algorithms is restricted to Lall instead of considering
all node pairs. For example, in the recursive grouping based
scheme in M2) and M3), known edges can be included beforehand and only permissible parent-child pairs are discovered.

Detection with Partial Voltage and Injection Statistics. The
variances of voltage differences φmn , defined in (27) under
M4), can be used to detect topologies if available for all node
pairs. Additionally, it was shown in [58], [59], [63] that φ’s
carry more information:
p1) The statistic φ has additional ordering for triples of nodes
(m, n, k), that is, the sign of φmn −φmk −φnk depends on
the relative position of (m, n, k) on the grid; see Fig. 6.
p2) The value of φmn at adjacent nodes (m, n) with parent
node m, depends on the admittance of edge (m, n) and
injections at all descendant nodes of n.
These ordering properties enable topology detection, where
voltage and injection statistics can be computed over a subset
of buses S. Under partial data, reference [59] first creates a
spanning tree for observed nodes using available φ’s, and then
inserts missing nodes iteratively by checking for properties
p1)–p2). The algorithm is able to detect the true topology
provided each unobserved node has degree greater than 2. This
is similar in theme to the learning algorithms proposed under
recursive grouping in M3), with the crucial distinction that the
algorithm has access to injection statistics and line impedances
in Lall , but not injection samples. The latter means that Σvp
and hence R cannot be estimated.
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C. Topology Detection using Line Flow Data
Previously, we assumed that sensors have been installed
only at buses. However, some works cope with topology
detection using also line flow measurements. The work [64]
considers a setup where only line current measurements and
load (pseudo) measurements are available. Thanks to a power
flow linearization, they cast topology detection as an MILP
to minimize the mismatch between measured and computed
line currents. Reference [65] exploits the fact that in radial
networks and upon neglecting power losses, the power flow
on a line (m, n) equals the sum of powers of all downstream
buses. Given line flow and voltage data at a few locations
along with (pseudo) measurements of loads, reference [66]
casts topology detection as a mixed-integer quadratic program.
VI. E XTENSIONS
The schemes discussed so far refer to balanced or singlephase, radial grids; presumed steady-state operation; and relied
on readings of electric and particularly nodal quantities (voltages, injections). We next briefly discuss topology learning
schemes that waive one or more of these assumptions.
A. Learning Loopy/Meshed Topology
While distribution grids are typically operated under radial
topologies, loopy or meshed topologies can be found at heavily
loaded urban distribution grids [67]. Despite complications related to protection schemes, meshed topologies could advance
reliability especially in micro-grid settings. In this context,
the inverse voltage covariance-based topology identification
methods discussed in Section IV-D, can also learn meshed
grids under realistic restrictions on the minimum size of
loops/cycles, as shown in [51], [52], [68]. Further, these
methods also extend to meshed grids with ZIBs (zero-injection
buses), where the voltage covariance matrix is non-invertible.
In that case, reference [69] first identifies ZIBs and their
neighbors using flow conservation-based voltage regression,
and then, discovers the remaining topology using properties
of the inverse voltage covariance at non-ZIBs.
B. Multiphase Topology Learning
The linearized power flow model can be extended to multiphase settings under similar assumptions of small angle
differences (per phase) for neighboring grid buses [70], [71].
The primary complexity under a multiphase model arises
from the fact that voltages and injections at each bus are not
complex scalar quantities anymore, and each line admittance
is a complex-valued 3 × 3 or 2 × 2 matrix with off-diagonal
entries. Furthermore, the phase assignment of each bus may
be unknown. While an extensive discussion on phase identification falls outside the scope of this article, we note that
methods based on voltage clustering and local voltage-based
distances have been employed to assign phases [72], [73],
[74], [75]. If phases are correctly identified or known, the
variance of nodal voltage differences (see the single-phase case
under setup M4) in Sec. IV-D) can be used as edge weights
to identify the topology as a spanning tree. Crucially, even

without phase identification, the conditional independence
structure of three-phase nodal voltages factorizes exactly as
described for the single-phase case in Sec. IV-D and Fig. 4.
Conditional independence tests for three-phase voltages have
been proposed for topology identification in [76], [77], using
properties akin to the single-phase setting.
A mixed-integer linear program (MILP) formulation for
three-phase topology detection is presented in [78], that can
be categorized as a three-phase extension of the partial observability setup M2) in Sec. IV-B. The MILP objective here
minimizes the weighted error in three-phase linearized power
flow equations involving state variables, smart meter data, and
pseudo-measurements. [79] considers a regime where threephase voltages and injections at leaf nodes alone are available,
similar to the single-phase setup M2) in Sec. IV-C. The
topology identification uses recursive grouping, but applied
to efficiently estimated in-phase effective impedances.
C. Learning with Multiple Feeders
Distribution networks are typically operated as a union of
radial sub-networks, each fed by a different substation or
substation transformer referred to as source point. However,
only a few works can cope with topology learning if the
knowledge of which bus is fed by what source point is
not known in advance [13], [15]. Such information might
be lacking because utilities may have limited information
about secondary circuits, and loads are oftentimes transferred
between feeders to alleviate overloads, or during restoration
after extreme weather events. Hence, before performing any
topology processing algorithm, one should cluster in advance
buses based on the source point to which they are connected.
The main idea here is that the power flowing through the
source point matches, up to the power loss, to the sum of
the served loads [80], [81], and that voltages across feeders
can be approximated as uncorrelated [13], [80].
D. Learning with Grid Dynamics
In the presence of ambient grid fluctuations, the evolution of voltage phase angles θ t across faster timescales (i.e.
phasor data) can be modelled through the linearized swing
equations [28]. Such swing dynamical models are particularly
used in high voltage transmission grids to design frequency
control rules. While phase angle samples here are temporally
correlated, conditional independence-based tests, similar to
ones in Section IV-D, can identify neighboring buses, both
in loopy as well as radial grids. The key difference here is
that instead of inverse covariance, the sparsity and signs of
the inverse power spectral density matrix are exploited [82],
[83]; power spectral density is the Fourier transform of autocorrelation E[θ t θ Tt+h ]. Conditional independence-based tests
on inverse power spectral density have been extended for
consistent identification in grids with partial observability [84],
as well.
In a similar fast time-scale setting, reference [85] compares
the voltage fluctuations experienced at each bus after events,
such as transformer tap or capacitor bank switching. It is
observed that the closer two buses are, the more similar their
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responses to such events are; hence this can be used as a metric
for topology identification. In fact, as grid reconfiguration
itself induces changes in voltage profiles, researchers have
devised methods to detect topology changes by comparing
voltage data with a library of signatures [86], [87], or using a
subspace perturbation model [88].
E. Topology Processing with Non-Electric Data
So far, we have discussed how grid topologies can be
inferred by processing electric grid data. Nonetheless, grid
topologies can also be estimated using non-electric data. For
example, reference [89] uses power line communication (PLC)
signals to identify neighboring nodes on a radial grid. It first
measures the communication delay tnm for a PLC signal to
be propagated between any pair (n, m) of buses. Based on
pairwise delays, two buses (n, m) are declared as neighbors
if tnm < tnk + tkm for any other bus k ∈
/ {n, m}. The key
principle here is that the communication delay scales with the
line length. References [90] exploits the structure of locational
marginal prices in wholesale electricity markets to infer the
topology of power transmission systems.
VII. T OPICS N OT C OVERED AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS
There is an extensive literature on other topology processing
topics that we only briefly referred to or did not touch upon.
This survey did not cover traditional topology processing topics in transmission systems, e.g., generalized state estimation,
bus splitting, and outage detection. Further, there has been a
growing literature on model-agnostic and supervised topology
processing techniques, that hasn’t been covered in this article.
They typically involve two phases. During the training stage,
they collect labeled grid data. Labels may correspond to known
outages, particular topologies, or fault locations. Such labeled
data can be used either as a library of recorded events; or
alternatively, used to train an ML model (classification or
regression) in a supervised manner. During operation, the
operator uses the current data and the learned model to infer
grid topology information. Most of the methods reviewed
in this article presumed customers are Wye-connected and
hence may need modifications to deal with Delta or lineto-line connections. Fault localization has been an area of
active research in power transmission systems, with increasing
relevance in distribution grids due to several grid-initiated
wildfires in recent years. Detecting and identification such
faults with limited phasor data is a crucial research direction.
The availability of novel meters that can record phasors
accurately at sub-cycle levels (termed point-on-wave measurements) has led to growing interest in using them to
identifying topologies, estimating impedances, and affiliated
tasks, despite limited placement. Localizing hidden sources
of oscillations has also become pertinent given new types of
loads and inverter-interfaced distributed energy resources. As
topology estimation methods are data-driven, targeted adversarial corruption of the measurement set can lead to errors in
topology recovery. This is within the purview of data injection
attacks in power grids and warrants future research. Meter
placement to improve topology estimation and robustness is

a potential area of future work. Topology identification and
detection tools may be linked to feedback loops for datadriven grid control, where changes in structure or parameter
values are seamlessly incorporated to evolving control logic.
Studying the optimality and uncertainty quantification of such
feedback presents an interesting research opportunity. Fusing
data from heterogeneous sources, such as smart meters, phasor
measurement units, line sensors, or geographical data from
city maps and street layouts, aerial/drone images could be of
practical interest.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This tutorial has presented a study of topology identification
and detection methods in radial distribution grids. Focusing on
analytical methods, we have compared and contrasted topology learning algorithms based on measurement type, extent
of observability, and solution approach proposed. Under realistic low-observability regimes, we have presented explanatory
discussions on the use of power flow physics and topological
constraints in different algorithms to ensure topology recovery
as well as discussed limitations on exact estimation. Connections to learning schemes for meshed, unbalanced grids,
and related problems in change detection and physics-agnostic
learning methods methods have been elucidated. Finally, we
have commented on potential directions where the current
state-of-the-art methods may be extended in the future.
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